HE TOPIC OF REFERENCE SERVICES FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS IS ONE THAT NATURALLY FOLLOWS ALONG WITH THE LAST 18 OR SO YEARS OF MY LIFE, THE TIME I HAVE SPENT LIVING WITH THREE CHILDREN. FOCUSING ON YOUNG ADULT MATERIALS IN COLLEGE PREPARED ME SLIGHTLY FOR THE ONSLAUGHT OF THE HOMEWORK NEEDS OF MY BOYS. I SOLD WORLD BOOK PRODUCTS TO EARN MY FREE SET, BOUGHT A WORLD BOOK DICTIONARY AS WELL AS A MERRIAM WEBSTER’S COLLEGIATE, HUNG A HUGE MAP OF THE UNITED STATES UP IN THE KITCHEN, AND CROSSED MY FINGERS.

THE LAST FIVE YEARS AS THE MEDIA AIDE IN THE LOCAL JUNIOR HIGH GAVE ME A HUGE EDUCATION IN THE RESEARCHING QUIRKS OF 12 – 15 YEAR OLDS. ASSIGNMENTS ON THE CIVIL WAR, HEALTH CONCERNS, SONG LYRICS, HOW TO BUILD A BIRD HOUSE, PHARAOHS AND GREEK MYTHOLOGY ARE SOME OF THE TOPICS THEY ASKED ME ABOUT. LUCKILY, I HAD A GOOD LINE OF COMMUNICATION WITH THE TEACHERS AND KNEW IN ADVANCE WHAT TOOLS THE KIDS COULD USE TO COMPLETE THEIR ASSIGNMENTS. IN ADDITION TO WORKING WITH TEACHERS AND OTHER PROFESSIONALS, READING THE LIBRARY LITERATURE IS ANOTHER WAY TO GAIN PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEEDS OF YOUNGER PATRONS.

NEARLY EVERY ARTICLE I READ MENTIONED THAT THERE HAS TRADITIONALLY BEEN LITTLE RESEARCH OR WRITING DONE IN THE FIELD OF REFERENCE FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS AND THAT THAT ABSENCE OF PUBLISHED WORK REFLECTS THE NEGLECT THIS TYPE OF REFERENCE SERVICE HAS TRADITIONALLY BEEN GIVEN BY LIBRARIES. OF UTMOST CONCERN IS THAT THE CHILD OR YOUNG ADULT PATRON SHOULD BE GIVEN THE SAME ATTENTION NORMALLY RESERVED FOR ADULTS. THE MUCH WRITTEN ABOUT REFERENCE INTERVIEW HAS TO BE ALTERED TO WORK EFFECTIVELY WITH THE YOUNGER PATRON AND THAT ALTERATION SHOULD BE ACCOMPLISHED BY TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE. THE REFERENCE INTERVIEW NEEDS TO BE TAILORED TO THE INDIVIDUAL, WHETHER HE OR SHE IS SIX OR 16. SELECTED LITERATURE ADDRESSING THESE NEEDS AND CONCERNS FOLLOWS.


PROFESSOR CHARLES A. BUNGE OF THE SCHOOL OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN AT MADISON FOUND THAT ALTHOUGH CHILDREN AND YAS

GENERALLY NEED REFERENCE SERVICES THE MOST, THEY FACE MANY OBSTACLES TO GETTING THE INFORMATION THEY NEED. AS BUDGETS SHRINK AND PRIORITIES CHANGE, MORE “BARRIERS TO INFORMATION” WILL BE ERECTED. HE WROTE THAT A BASIC VALUE OF REFERENCE SERVICE IS THE “EQUITY IN ACCESS TO INFORMATION,” THAT IT EXISTS “TO HELP THE LESS ADROIT,” AND THAT REFERENCE LIBRARIANS TRAINED TO DEAL WITH CHILDREN AND YAS ARE A NECESSITY IF THAT EQUITY IS TO BE MAINTAINED, SINCE CHILDREN AND YAS ARE USUALLY AMONG THOSE LESS SKILLED AT FINDING INFORMATION.

BUNG SUGGESTED THAT YA LIBRARIANS BECOME MEMBERS OF POLICY REVISION COMMITTEES TO PROTECT THEIR PATRONS FROM ANY INADVERTENT POLICY DISCRIMINATION AND GET INVOLVED WITH THEIR ADULT SERVICES COUNTERPARTS ON PROGRAMS, PATHFINDER DEVELOPMENT, EVEN LIBRARY DISPLAYS. STAFF OF ALL COMMUNITY LIBRARIES, PUBLIC AND SCHOOL, SHOULD WORK ACROSS FACILITY LINES TO EXCHANGE IDEAS, EXPERTISE AND RESOURCES. IT IS ESSENTIAL TO ESTABLISH AND KEEP OPEN COMMUNICATION AND TO KEEP REMINDING THE POWERS THAT BE THAT THE YA USERS WHO ARE IGNORED ARE THE ADULT PATRONS WHO DON’T RETURN.


THIS ARTICLE PRESENTS THE RESULTS OF A NEW JERSEY SURVEY CARRIED OUT IN 2000 REGARDING YOUNG ADULT REFERENCE AND INFORMATION SERVICES. THE ISSUES INCLUDED JOB TITLES, POPULATION SERVED, RESPONSIBILITIES, REFERENCE/INFORMATION SERVICES OFFERED, SERVICE POLICIES AND PHILOSOPHIES, PATRON RESEARCH METHODS AND NUMBER OF YA STAFF. QUESTIONNAIRES WERE SENT TO 454 PUBLIC LIBRARIES; 256 COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRES WERE RETURNED FOR A RATE OF 56.3 PERCENT.

THE RESULTS SUPPORT PREVIOUS RESEARCH REGARDING YA SERVICES WHICH CONCLUDED BASICALLY THAT THESE SERVICES ARE BEING IGNORED. THE AUTHORS STATE THAT ALTHOUGH YAS MAKE UP A LARGE PART — 25 PERCENT — OF NEW JERSEY’S POPULATION, THERE IS A LACK OF FORMAL YA SERVICES AND STAFF DEDICATED TO THEM IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES, (WHICH IS REFLECTED IN THE LIMITED LITERATURE ON YA REFERENCE OR OTHER SERVICES.) HE NOTES THAT MORE THAN HALF OF THE
surveyed libraries do not have a specific YA librarian. If a library were to formalize YA services and award the job title “Young Adult Librarian” to a staff person, services would improve due to “recognized responsibility.”


Byczek and Vaillancourt (both experienced YA librarians) give advice as to how to deal with teens and their after-school information requests and suggest seven common-sense ways to make any librarian-teen interaction a successful one.

R-E-S-P-E-C-T. Don’t make any judgments on the YA question. It’s important to them, so it’s important to the YA librarian to find the information regardless of the topic. What’s Your Mission? Be familiar with the written mission statement and reference policy of the library. While homework is the student’s responsibility, it is the librarian’s responsibility to find the information he needs to do it. Break Down Barriers. Leave the comfort zone of the desk and search out the confused students wandering the stacks. Get to the Real Question. Ask many questions to narrow the search. This will help both the librarian and YA understand just what it is he’s looking for. Go Back to School. Open lines of communication with the staff of the local schools and know what assignments are coming up. Be Prepared. Develop a homework desk that is savvy to what the teens are going to want and develop pathfinders. Never Let Them Leave Empty-Handed. Make sure the student either has what he needs or give him other avenues to pursue.


Burton, a Children’s Information Specialist, gives a rundown of the many past studies and writings concerning the adult reference interview and the skills that will improve that interview and thus reference service itself. He states that until recently, not much has been written about the difficulties involved in reference interviews with children.

Burton says that because of the limitations in vocabulary and articulation a child has, special care has to be taken in order to give a child the same level of service as any other patron. In an interview with a child, a librarian should focus on the child and what he or she has to say instead of on the parent, and basic vocabulary should be used. Above all, the librarian must have patience, imagination, and a good sense of humor. The homework quandary was discussed, with experts recommending the child not be asked if the question was for an assignment, thus giving the child equal-patron status.

The child should feel he or she will be given access to the desired information and that he is as important a patron as the next adult who asks a question. If the child has a good experience, he or she will continue to use the library: “Children are not just the patrons of tomorrow: they are the patrons of today.”


Bishop and Salveggi conducted a study of staff and activity in a children’s room in a public library in Florida which serves a racially diverse population of approximately 350,000 people. They wrote that the success of a reference interview with a child stems from the librarian’s understanding of the “intellectual and emotional growth of children.” Child psychology studies show that children can be separated into preoperational (ages two through seven) and concrete-operational (ages seven through twelve) stages. Preoperational children are more “ego-centered” without the ability to use logic. Communication with them is taxing, which makes the librarian’s job of finding out what the four-year-old really wants difficult. Concrete-operational children can apply logical thought and have a developed vocabulary, making for an easier interview. Understanding these developmental stages can make serving a child patron easier.

The authors agree with the idea that a librarian should not ask a child if his or her question is homework related, thus validating the child with “equal status,” and the child should always be the important cog in a three-party transaction, with the librarian listening to the parent, but responding mainly to the child. The socioeconomic status of each child should also be noticed. Knowing the psychological reasons for certain child behavior makes it all the more important to gain the necessary skills in order to be a successful children’s reference librarian.
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